CFM 2008-2018: So What?

Per Anker Jensen, Head of CFM
Research seminar 15 November 2018

DTU Management Engineering
Department of Management Engineering
Who will carry the (C)FM torch forward!

• Giulia Nardelli
  – CFM-supported PhD at RUC 2011-2014
  – European FM researcher of the year 2014
  – Assistant professor, September 2016-

• Ongoing PhD-students
  – Esmir Maslesa, Industrial PhD, Jan. 2016 - Jan.2019
  – Jakob Brinkø Berg, PhD/research assistant, Aug. 2016 - Spring 2020
  – Helle Lohmann Rasmussen, PhD, Dec. 2016 – Nov. 2019
  – Supuck Prugsiganont, PHD, June 2017 – May 2019

• Per Anker Jensen
  – Head of CFM 2008-2019
  – Professor with special assignments in FM 2009-2016
  – Associate professor and coordinator for FM 2017-????
Seminar programme

13:00   Welcome and intro – CFM towards the Peak! v/Per Anker Jensen
13:10   Strategic Partnerships for Sustainable Renovation v/ Jakob Brinkø Berg
        Discussants/opponents: Christian Thuesen, DTU and Hans Blinkilde, NCC
13:50   Knowledge Transfer from Operation to Design of Buildings and Ships v/ Helle Lohmann Rasmussen. Discussants/opponents: Tommy Birkebæk, Maskinmesterskolen and Ole Teisen, Sweco

• 14:30 Planning Public Spaces in Hospitals v/ Supuck Prugsiganont.
          Discussants/opponents: Susanne Balslev Nielsen and Annette Krath Poulsen

• 15:10 Coffee Break

• 15:30 Implementing IT-systems to Manage Environmental Building Performance v/ Esmir Maslesa
          Discussants/opponents: Carlos Jimenez-Bescos, University of Nottingham, Morten Birkved, SDU and Poul Ebbesen, Rambøll

• 16:45 Final remark – So What? v/ Per Anker Jensen

• 17:00 Drinks Social

• 17:30 Finish
Thank you for your attention!